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Editorial 

Well, we haven’t had a winter like this in living memory, so Charles’s piece 
on planting for the long term is particularly apt. Anyone who has needed to 
get out to either plant or prune will have been directly affected by the 
unprecedented severity of both wind and rain, and there must presumably 
have also been more than usual leaching of nutrients, even from ground 
with good cover. It will be interesting to observe how orchards and garden 
fruit trees in this part of the world perform over the coming season; it’s 
certainly a reminder of the importance of shelter and adequate staking, as 
well as a site’s inherent ability to drain away, if necessary, surplus water. 

Last year produced a bumper crop of apples and we’re looking forward to 
seeing some of it judged as cider and juice at our Annual Gathering on 23 
March, which will also be open to members of our sister organisations, 
Orchards Live and the Tavy and Tamar Apple Group. See next pages. 

Post or email? 
Up to now this newsletter has been automatically posted to everyone on 
the membership list. However, if you would prefer to receive it in PDF 
format, let one of us know and we can email it to you instead.  

Tim Walker and Gill Gairdner. 
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ORCHARD LINK ANNUAL GATHERING 

Sunday 23 March, 2.00–5.00, Rattery Village Hall 

This year we are very pleased to have Kevin Croucher, founder and director 
of Thornhayes Nursery, Cullompton, and key to the revival in heritage 
orchard trees in this part of the world. A nurseryman of independent views 
arising from profound knowledge of top fruit in the South West, he will 
entertain us with a talk about rescuing varieties, unscrupulous nineteenth-
century practices and thoughts for the future, followed by a Q&A session.  

The other main part of the event is a cider and apple juice competition, 
with Sue Crabtree and two highly experienced Orchard Link members 
making up the judging panel. After last season’s good harvest there should 
be some excellent entries. All details below. 

As usual there will be a tea with apple or cider-based cakes/dishes and you 
are invited to ‘bring and share’ to show off your culinary skills! 

We look forward to seeing lots of Orchard Link members, as well as 
members of sister organisations and other cider and/or juice makers from 
the area. If you plan to enter the competition, please email 
info@orchardlink.org.uk. 

 

CIDER & APPLE JUICE COMPETITION 2014 

Following on from the success of previous competitions, we are raising our 
game this year by being bit more objective/scientific in our approach. 
Instead of individual attendees/members making the assessments (open 
judging), we have a small panel to judge entries (closed panel of judges). 

The judging will be conducted in private during Kevin Croucher’s talk. The 
winners will then be announced after the raffle, with some brief feedback. 
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The judges reserve the right to further restrict the number of entries on 
the day if there is insufficient time to taste the number entered.  

All members present will then be invited to taste the entries, while also 
enjoying apple/cider cakes and other delicacies.  

The judging panel 
The panel of three will comprise Sue Crabtree (a South Hams-based wine 
tutor and consultant specialising in wine industry training, tutorial wine 
tasting and corporate hospitality events), Peter Webb (of Milltop Orchards – 
a commercial grower and producer of juice and cider and a committee 
member) and Ray Willis (who makes his own juice and was an active 
committee member of Orchard Link for many years). 

Entry classes 

Classes Bottled cider  
(2013 harvest) 

Classes Vintage bottled cider 
 (2012 harvest or earlier) 

1 Dry cider (SG 1.008 or below) 5 Dry vintage cider 

2 Medium cider (SG 1.008–SG 
1.015) 

6 Medium vintage cider 

3 Sweet cider (SG 1.020+) 7 Sweet vintage cider 

4 Sparkling cider (including 
keeved) 

  

 Bottled apple juice   

8 Single variety apple juice 9 Mixed/blended apple juice 

Awards for each class: 

BEST IN CLASS or HIGHLY COMMENDED   

ORCHARD LINK OVERALL CHAMPION 2014 (the best cider selected from all 
those nominated ‘best in class’) 

Prizes:  A bottle of English vintage cider brandy for Overall Champion 2014 
and other apple-related niceties for ‘best’ in each class. 

What criteria will the panel use in exercising their judgement? 

(Hint: see BJCP Style Guidelines for cider judging 2008 – 
www.bjcp.org/styles04/ – for clues.) 

Ultimately this is for the panel to decide, but for cider will likely cover: 
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1 Bouquet/Aroma/Flavour (balance of acidity and tannin – 

refreshing without astringency) 

2 Appearance (clarity – no hazes or visible particles floating – though 

rustic/cloudy OK)  

3 Carbonation (stillness, mouth-feel and fullness – akin to wine)  

4 Overall Impression (drinking pleasure) 

For apple juice: 

a) Flavour   b) Colour   c) Consistency   d) Clarity 

How do I prepare my entry? 

1 Total entries limited to one bottle per class. Maximum total 

bottles – three per entrant. 

2 Juice and cider in 75cl clean sterilised clear bottles with screw tops 

or corks. 

3 Sparkling cider in heavy champagne-style clear or green/brown 

bottles with punts. 

4 No labels or paper on bottles apart from the labels below – large 

label to be stuck to the bottle side, small label to the base. 

5 Please bring your entries to the entry room on arrival at the hall 

and hand over in advance of the programme start time. 

6 On a postcard, please specify 1) when made, 2) varieties used, 3) 
whether wild yeast or introduced, and 4) your name. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Label for side of bottle  

Class to be entered, by bottle (i.e. 1 to 9, as above)  …………………. 
Whether apples grown organically (without chemicals)?    YES/NO 
Was there any animal grazing in the orchard (6 weeks or less before 
harvest)?     YES/NO 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Label for base of bottle 

Name of entrant    ……………………………………………  
Tel./mobile number   ……………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Act in haste and repent at leisure?  

Well, the wet and windy weather this winter has been enough to drive the 
most abstemious to drink. However, this is not the reason for the increasing 
popularity of cider nationally. It is a trend that started about twenty years 
ago, and is still growing apace. Equally, the popularity of apple juice has 
increased. In the past, most people who grew fruit trees as a hobby were 
keen gardeners who wanted to grow cooking or dessert apples for eating or 
plums for jamming. Now there are an increasing number of people who buy 
fruit trees from us purely for small-scale juice or cider production. So what 
should the selection criteria be for choosing suitable varieties? 

The first thing to remember is that for hygiene reasons juicing apples need 
picking, while apples for cider can be picked up off of the ground. So if you 
have big standard trees you can pick what you can reach for juice, then 
cider the remainder when they fall off or you shake them down. The other 
key factor to bear in mind is timing. When do you want to start making juice 
or cider? If you have early varieties you will have to start in September or 
the fruit will rot and not keep. Equally, if you want to spread the work, you 
may choose some late to very late varieties that can be stored and 
processed in the New Year. 
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Like most aspects of life, act in haste and repent at leisure. An orchard will 
be around for a long time if you plan it right. So avoid the special offer in the 
Sunday paper or the forlorn specimens piled up outside the supermarket. 
They may come back and bite you.  

Kevin Croucher, Thornhayes Nursery 
 

 

 

Winter pruning course at Lustleigh 

Defying the weather, a mix of locals from Lustleigh, an Orchard Link 
member from Okehampton, one person from Bridport and another from 
near Cullompton were encouraged to tackle the wonderful Lustleigh 
community orchard. This has a combination of young and newly planted 
trees, some 10–15-year-olds and a number of majestic specimens over 50 
years old.  

Gaining in confidence, the participants managed to prune over half the 
orchard during the course. Many thanks to the parish council for loaning us 
the village hall, which allowed us to dodge the worst of the showers and 
discuss the key points of pruning orchards. 

Charles Staniland 
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Plant a tree for life … 

… or at least a generation. This winter’s weather has been testing, with 
extreme wet and wild winds. I find too many young trees rocking in the wet 
soil. This rocking snaps fine root ‘hairs’ and creates pockets that fill with 
water, which in turn rots more roots. So then we have a tree more prone 
both to blowing over and to canker. The planting site may well be wetter than 
ideal, with soil ‘heavier’ than ideal and, dare I say it, staking far from ideal.  

Basics: if the orchard lies wet then drainage will help. So, when planting, avoid 
adding organic matter (compost, FYM) to the planting hole, because this will 
increase moisture absorption and retention. The aim of staking then must be 
to hold the trunk firmly so there’s no movement at root level. This is often not 
achieved. Second, hard pruning is advisable in the earlier years to reduce top 
growth and allow the roots to ‘get ahead’. It is distressing for a 10 to 12-year-
old tree to have such poor root support that it keels over – it’s a lot of work to 
get it back up and staked (and it might fall over again). Finally, most of us 
delight in mulching around our trees, with a wonderful outcome for owls, for 
this creates an ideal habitat for field voles! This blighter likes tunneling under 
or in the mulch, thus loosening roots, and has a great partiality for young tree 
bark. So – no mulch close to the tree, keep the soil well firmed and, if your 
trees are sitting in water, do something about it!  

Charles Staniland 
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 ‘Lost ‘ Devon apples alert! 
www.devon-apples.co.uk    

Many of you may already be aware of the Devon-apples website, which was 
originally developed by the Common Players, then transferred to Orchards 
Live. I volunteered to upload the information received about any of the 
apples onto the reference section of the site. There is very little information 
about South Devon apples on the site and to expand it I am relying on orchard 
owners and apple enthusiasts to respond and be involved. If you have any of 
the apples listed on the Devon-apples directory that have no information 
attached or if you can add to the information, please send it to me. I would 
also be very grateful for any other contacts who might be interested. 

Below is a list of ‘lost’ apples that some of you might know the whereabouts 
of and be able to provide some information about: 

Barum Beauty, Beauty of Cornwall, Beech Bearer, Billy White, Bowdens 
Seedling, Broomhouse White, Butterbox (sharp cider), Buttery D’or 
(sharp cider), Carhampton Pippin, Cerif, Chasewater Longstem, 
Cockagee (hardy late cider), Cornish Garden Cooker, Cornish Russet, 
Cornish Wine Apple, Cothele Beauty, Early Bower, Fairfield, Four 
Square, French Longstem, Golden Ball, Golden Harvey Russet, Golden 
Wonder, Greasy Butcher, Green Bittersweet, Grow Bi Nights, Gulval 
Seedling, Jimmy Oliver, King Manning, Linkinhorne, Lloyd George, Long 
Bit, Pear Pine, Pine Apple Russet, Pound, Plymouth Cross, Queen’s, 
Rawlings, Quench, Red Ruby, Reine Des Pommes, Reynold’s Peach, Spicy 
Pippin, Stone Pippin, Strawberry Pippin, Stripy Sweet, Sugar Sweet, 
Sweet Bramley, Sweet Cluster, Tamar Beauty, Thin Skin, Vickery’s Late 
Keeping, Whimple Queen, Whimple Wonder, White Sheep’s Nose, 
Winter Queening.  

Some of the names above suggest a location (Whimple Queen, Chasewater 
Longstem, Carhampton Pippin), but there’s no further information. 

Where ‘white’ is included in the name it indicates that these are very old 
apples dating back to 1757 when varieties called whites and white sour 
were very common and made very good cider! 

Two very clear photos would also be very useful, one of the fruit on the tree 
and one of blossom. 

Jane Pay, Orchards Live (jpay@btinternet.com) 
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The Haragon Payne apple 

The apple that is adorned by the wonderful name, Haragon Payne, was ‘re-
discovered’ in the mid-1990s when Trudy Turrell and the South Hams 
Environment Department were trawling the byways of South Devon 
searching for local apple varieties that were still extant, but whose names 
were fading from the memory of those who knew. 

Fortunately, Trudy came across the owners of Yarde Farm at Marlborough, 
who knew the names of all the trees in their orchard*. Included were 
varieties such as Queen Anne and Haragon Payne, which were unknown or 
forgotten, together with more familiar Devon names such as Quallender 
and Oaken Pin. Graftwood was taken back to Cornworthy, where it was 
transformed into trees that were then sold at a subsidised price to South 
Hams landowners.  

Eager for these old varieties not to be lost, I passed on some graftwood to 
Thornhayes Nursery. Trees were sold for a few years, until one day I 
discovered they had been omitted from the Thornhayes catalogue. When I 
complained to Kevin Croucher, he said, ‘You’re the only one who buys 
them!’.  

So, at this point I took the unilateral action of declaring Haragon Payne to 
be the Orchard Link apple. The reason for choosing this particular apple is 
not only its mysterious heritage, but also the fact that it is such a good and 
interesting apple, worthy of preserving in its own right. I would describe it 
as an aromatic second-early eater. It is unusual for an early apple in that it 
keeps fairly well. It tastes good, more reminiscent of a later, crisp and 
aromatic apple than the sweet softness often displayed by early apples. It is 
also a healthy tree, largely free of scab and canker. 
What I also enjoy is googling ‘Haragon Payne’. You find .... nothing. 

Ben Pike 
 

(Ray Willis – whose Haragon Payne is the cover – says: The texture of the 
Haragon Payne apple is different to that of most apples, being very firm – 
it’s more like eating into a coconut – and it takes some chewing. However, 
one is rewarded by a satisfying flavour, which combines acidity with 
sweetness in a juicy fruit. The apple makes a good accompaniment to 
mature cheeses. The harvest appears to fall between first early and 
maincrop eaters.) 
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Standard Apple Trees 
Old Devon & Somerset Varieties 

 
Dessert, culinary & cider trees. 

Delivered throughout the South West. 

Also Maiden one year old trees. 

 

Cider Apple Trees 
Corkscrew Lane, Woolston, 

Nr. North Cadbury, Somerset. 

01963 441101 

 

Community orchard ‘top tips’! 

Orchard Link and the South Devon AONB service recently hosted a gathering 
of community orchard groups. There was a great sharing of energy, ideas and 
experience and over 25 ‘Top tips for a successful community orchard project’ 
have now been uploaded to the Orchard Link website. There is growing 
interest in community orchards and the new section of the website signposts 
sources of know-how, funding and the help for groups, including where to get 
technical information on everything from land tenure to apple varieties.  

The groups highlighted where they want extra help and support and areas 
that came up included grassland management, scything, organisation, finding 
good contractors and equipment, and marketing fruit and produce. Orchard 
Link’s training programme will endeavour to meet some of these needs. We 
heard how harvesting, pressing, wassailing, and the use of art, drama, social 
events, celebrations and music are already building on the rich cultural 
heritage of apples and orchards in south Devon.  

There will be a follow-up meeting in early April, which all community orchard 
groups are invited to attend. Details on the Orchard Link website. For more 
information, contact me on treasurer@orchardlink.org.uk. 

Robin Toogood 
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Formative pruning day 

What better way to spend a sunny summer afternoon in February than 
formative pruning fifty well-grown young standard trees at Devon Wildlife 
Trust 's Woodah Farm, lined up in long rows on the edge of a Dartmoor 
valley oozing with habitats from boggy to bare hillside. Joined by two young 
DWT volunteers we tackled a great range of apple varieties (Snells Glass 
Apple, Sugar Bush, Sweet Cleave, 'No-pip' …) – no two the same, which 
made the training particularly useful since when faced with one's own trees 
they are never the same and require anxious thought.  

Charles clarified the steps to take to ensure a robust (decidedly better use 
of the word than in politics) and well-spread frame of branches to deliver 
those abundant crops in years to come. We had the usual distraction of 
open centre versus centre leader, but really we were so in love with the 
bright young trees, amply guarded with gated deer guards, that we had a 
great day and are now ready to tackle our own trees more decisively.   

CM  

 

 
Pruning young trees at Woodah Farm (photo: CM) 
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Courses and Events  

ORCHARD LINK  

Saturday 22 March, 10.00–4.00, Grafting Day. Venue: The Husbandry 
School, Newton Abbot. Adam Montague will instruct us in whip (bench) 
grafting. Rootstock and scions will be provided and there will be grafting 
equipment provided and for sale. Please bring secateurs if you have them 
and any scions you would like to graft. You will leave with a couple of your 
own grafted trees. Fee: £30 (£35 non-members). Refreshments and 
lunch provided. Please email info@orchardlink.org.uk to book. 

Sunday 23 March, 2.00–5.00, Annual Gathering and Cider & Apple Juice 
Competition. Venue: the Village Hall, Rattery. Nurseryman Kevin Croucher 
will be our (entertaining) speaker and all participants are invited to enter 
cider and/or juice into the competition. Tea and cake. See page 3 for details. 
All (including friends of members) very welcome. 
 

ORCHARDS LIVE 

Saturday 12 April. 10.30–1.00, Top Working Course. Venue: Bishops 
Nympton. Instructors: Nic van Grunsven and Tattwa Gyani. Fee: £6.00 
(£7.00 non-members). 

Sunday 27 April, 10.30 –3.30, Planning and Planting Your New Orchard. 
Venue: Landkey. Instructors: Colin Browne and Nic van Grunsven. Fee: 
12.00 (14.00 non-members). 

Saturday 26 July, 10.00–1.00, Budding Course. Venue: Tawstock. Instructor: 
Nic van Grunsven. Fee: £6.00 (£7.00 non-members) 

For information about any Orchards Live events or to book a place on one of 
the training days, please contact Jane Schofield on 01884 861181 or 
blackdog.jane@gmail.com. 
 
(Editors: Remember that Orchard Link and Orchards Live members now 
share a reciprocal discount.)  

 

 

mailto:info@orchardlink.org.uk
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ORCHARD LINK 

Orchard Link is a south Devon organisation set up in 1998 by apple and cider 
enthusiasts concerned about the disappearance of traditional orchards in 
the area. Its purpose is to promote the restoration and extension of 
orchards by offering technical advice and support to both existing owners 
and individuals or groups planting trees for the first time. 

The committee meets at 7.30 on the second Thursday of January, March, 
May, July, September and November, currently at the Church House Inn, 
Harberton. Members are always welcome. 

Contact details 
Email: info@orchardlink.org.uk; mobile: 07792 664710 

Website: www.orchardlink.org.uk 

Officers  
Chairman and Technical Advisor:  
 
Membership Secretary:  
 
Equipment Manager:  
 
 
Website Manager:  
 
Newsletter Editors: 
 
Treasurer:  

Charles Staniland 
(c.m.staniland@googlemail.com) 
Peter Snoxall 
(membership@orchardlink.org.uk) 
George Arnison 
(presshire@orchardlink.org.uk or 07759 
658737) 
Graham Sykes 
(web@orchardlink.org.uk)  
Tim Walker (info@orchardlink.org.uk)  
Gill Gairdner (gillgairdner@gmail.com) 
Robin Toogood 
(treasurer@orchardlink.org.uk)  
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Apple Canker (Nectria galligena) 

Apple canker is one of the most important diseases of apple in the UK. 

Old cankers show as flaky dark brown strips of bark surrounded by swollen 
wound tissue. Red (perithecia) or white (conidia) fruiting bodies may be 
present. Cankers on young shoots generally have white fruiting bodies and 
result in shoot dieback in summer. 

Canker control is difficult: the lifecycle and epidemiology allow the fungus to 
produces spores all year round and there are suitable entry points for 
infection on the apple tree all year round. Although the limiting factor is rain 
and wet seasons, particularly wet autumns, can result in significant canker 
incidence, other factors may affect the susceptibility of the tree to canker – 
variety, rootstock, soil type, soil water content, pruning and fertilizer regime. 

Monitoring and forecasting is important. Inspection of orchards for Nectria 
cankers during winter pruning and for shoot dieback in spring/summer due to 
canker will give an indication of the problem. In addition, assessment of 
Nectria rot when checking fruit in store will also give an indication of canker 
incidence in the orchard. 

Control 
In problem orchards, routine treatments are required every year. Effective 
control of canker requires an integrated (cultural and chemical) approach. 

 In winter, prune out cankers where possible or pare back cankers on 
scaffold branches to healthy tissue. Treat with a suitable canker paint 
immediately after pruning. 

 If possible remove prunings from orchard and burn.   

 In summer, prune out shoot dieback as soon as possible to reduce inoculum 
for fruit rot. 

 On young trees ensure that wounds are painted. 

 In orchards with low canker incidence at autumn leaf fall, apply a spray of a 
copper fungicide at 10 per cent leaf fall and repeat at 50 per cent leaf fall. 

 In orchards with moderate to high canker incidence, apply a spray of copper 
fungicide at 10 per cent leaf fall, then a second copper spray at 90 per cent 
leaf fall. 

 Apply a pre-bud burst copper spray in the spring. 

 Orchards at risk from Nectria rot can be identified in spring based on the 
incidence of cankered trees in the orchard (<5% = low risk, 5-25% =  
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moderate risk, >25% = high risk) and the rot history from packhouse 
records. The risk of Nectria rot in store can then be further assessed 
based on the rainfall between blossom and harvest. 

 

 
Mature canker with perithecia 

Cultural control 

 Remove Nectria cankers from orchards during winter pruning. Smaller 
cankers can be pruned out completely. Larger cankers on the trunk or 
scaffold branches can be pared back to healthy tissue and immediately 
treated with suitable wound protectant paint.  

 Cut out shoot dieback due to canker in the spring. 
 

 
Canker on young shoot (photo: Tim Walker) 

 Avoid pruning in wet conditions. 

 Cankered prunings left in the tree row can continue to produce spores 
(ascospores) for at least 1–2 years and therefore are a canker risk. 

 Remove prunings from the orchard and burn.  

 Remove mummified fruit from trees and from under trees.  

 Prune trees to open and encourage air circulation to improve tree drying 
out and reduce surface moisture and conditions favourable for canker. 

 Avoid use of high nitrogen, especially FYM, as that will encourage canker. 

© Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board – used with thanks 


